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Essays on costume, fabric and clothing in the Middle
Ages and beyond.
New research into the techniques of tablet weaving,
sprang, braiding, knotting and lace is presented in
this lavishly illustrated volume written by leading
specialists from Austria, Canada, Denmark, France,
Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK, and USA.
Drawing inspiration from the pioneering work of
Peter Collingwood, this publication explores aspects
of these craft skills in the prehistoric, Roman, and
medieval world through scientific, object-based
analysis and 'research through making'. Chapters
include the growth of patterned tablet weaving for
trimming garments in prehistoric Central Europe;
recently identified styles of headdress worn in the
Roman Rhineland and pre-Islamic Egypt; Viking-age
Dublin as a production center for tablet-woven
bands; a new interpretation of the weaving technique
used to make luxurious gold bands in the twelfth to
late thirteenth centuries; and the development out of
plaiting of bobbin lace borders in gold and silver
threads from the fifteenth to early seventeenth
centuries. Practical experiments test methods of
hand spinning and the production of figure-hugging
hose in ancient Greece and Renaissance Italy. A
typology of braid and knotting structures in late
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medieval Europe is also set out for the first time.
Diagrams, illustrations, and photographs enrich each
chapter with a wealth of visual source material. The
work is the outcome of recent discoveries of
archaeological textile finds from excavations as well
as fresh examination of material recovered in the
past, or preserved in treasuries. Early textiles form
an increasingly popular subject of interest and this
publication, which is a landmark in the study of
various specialized textile techniques, aims to
provide the reader with a better understanding of
these virtuoso craft skills in antiquity.
During the medieval period, people invested heavily
in looking good. The finest fashions demanded
careful chemistry and compounds imported from
great distances and at considerable risk to
merchants; the Church became a major consumer of
both the richest and humblest varieties of cloth,
shoes, and adornment; and vernacular poets began
to embroider their stories with hundreds of verses
describing a plethora of dress styles, fabrics, and
shopping experiences. Drawing on a wealth of
pictorial, textual and object sources, the volume
examines how dress cultures developed – often to a
degree of dazzling sophistication – between the
years 800 to 1450. Beautifully illustrated with 100
images, A Cultural History of Dress and Fashion in
the Medieval Age presents an overview of the period
with essays on textiles, production and distribution,
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the body, belief, gender and sexuality, status,
ethnicity, visual representations, and literary
representations.
Offers a dramatic reconstruction of the life and times
of Gudrid, a Viking woman who, according to
Icelandic sagas, arrived in the New World, spent
three years there, and gave birth to a baby, before
sailing home some five hundred years before
Columbus, drawing on the latest archaeological
data, scientific research, and cutting-edge
technology to trace her odyssey. Reprint.
Woven Into the Earth
On Weaving
Worn
The Weaver's Idea Book
Twelfth to Sixteenth Centuries
A Cultural History of Dress and Fashion in the
Medieval Age
Dressing the Past
The North American Arctic was one of the last
regions on Earth to be settled by humans, due to
its extreme climate, limited range of resources,
and remoteness from populated areas. Despite
these factors, it holds a complex and lengthy
history relating to Inuit, Inupiat, Inuvialuit, Yup'ik
and Aleut peoples and their ancestors. The
artifacts, dwellings, and food remains of these
ancient peoples are remarkably well-preserved
due to cold temperatures and permafrost, allowing
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archaeologists to reconstruct their lifeways with
great accuracy. Furthermore, the combination of
modern Elders' traditional knowledge with the
region's high resolution ethnographic record
allows past peoples' lives to be reconstructed to a
level simply not possible elsewhere. Combined,
these factors yield an archaeological record of
global significance--the Arctic provides ideal case
studies relating to issues as diverse as the impacts
of climate change on human societies, the complex
process of interaction between indigenous peoples
and Europeans, and the dynamic relationships
between environment, economy, social
organization, and ideology in hunter-gatherer
societies. In the The Oxford Handbook of the
Prehistoric Arctic, each arctic cultural tradition is
described in detail, with up-to-date coverage of
recent interpretations of all aspects of their
lifeways. Additional chapters cover broad themes
applicable to the full range of arctic cultures, such
as trade, stone tool technology, ancient DNA
research, and the relationship between
archaeology and modern arctic communities. The
resulting volume, written by the region's leading
researchers, contains by far the most
comprehensive coverage of arctic archaeology
ever assembled. "
They began their existence as everyday objects,
but in the hands of award-winning historian Laurel
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Thatcher Ulrich, fourteen domestic items from
preindustrial America–ranging from a linen
tablecloth to an unfinished sock–relinquish their
stories and offer profound insights into our history.
In an age when even meals are rarely made from
scratch, homespun easily acquires the glow of
nostalgia. The objects Ulrich investigates unravel
those simplified illusions, revealing important
clues to the culture and people who made them.
Ulrich uses an Indian basket to explore the uneasy
coexistence of native and colonial Americans. A
piece of silk embroidery reveals racial and class
distinctions, and two old spinning wheels
illuminate the connections between colonial clothmaking and war. Pulling these divergent threads
together, Ulrich demonstrates how early
Americans made, used, sold, and saved textiles in
order to assert their identities, shape
relationships, and create history.
Part memoir, part cultural history, A Woven World
celebrates the fading crafts, industries, and
artisans that have defined communities for
generations. The desire to create is the
cornerstone of civilization. But as we move into a
world where machine manufacturing has nearly
usurped craft, Alison Hawthorne Deming resists
the erasure of our shared history of handiwork
with this appeal for embracing continuity and
belonging in a time of destabilizing change.
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Sensing a need to preserve the crafts and stories
of our founding communities, and inspired by an
exhibit at the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s
Costume Institute featuring Yves St. Laurent’s
“sardine” dress, Deming turned to the industries
of her ancestors, both the dressmakers and
designers in Manhattan in the nineteenth century
and the fishermen on Grand Manan Island, a
community of 2,500 residents, where the dignity of
work and the bounty of the sea ruled for hundreds
of years. Reweaving the fabric of those lives, A
Woven World gives presence on the page to the
people, places, and practices, uncovering and
preserving a record of the ingenuity and dignity
that comes with such work. In this way the lament
becomes a song of praise and a testament to the
beauty and fragility of human making.
Minoan ladies, Scythian warriors, Roman and
Sarmatian merchants, prehistoric weavers, gold
sheet figures, Vikings, Medieval saints and
sinners, Renaissance noblemen, Danish peasants,
dressmakers and Hollywood stars appear in the
pages of this anthology. This is not necessarily
how they dressed in the past, but how the authors
of this book think they dressed in the past, and
why they think so. No reader of this book will ever
look at a reconstructed costume in a museum or at
a historical festival, or watch a film with a historic
theme again without a heightened awareness of
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how, why, and from what sources, the costumes
were reconstructed. The seventeen contributors
come from a variety of disciplines: archaeologists,
historians, curators with ethnological and
anthropological backgrounds, designers, a weaver,
a conservator and a scholar of fashion in cinema,
are all specialists interested in ancient or
historical dress who wish to share their knowledge
and expertise with students, hobby enthusiasts
and the general reader. The anthology is also
recommended for use in teaching students at
design schools.
Scandinavian Late Iron Age Costume Iconography
A Tribute to Robin Netherton
Clothing the Past: Surviving Garments from Early
Medieval to Early Modern Western Europe
Iconic Costumes
The Art of Prehistoric Textile Making
Woven Threads
The Material Culture of Needlework And Sewing
Textile enthusiasts, the ultimate reference you've been
waiting for is here--Ikat! Ikat: The Essential Handbook to
Weaving with Resists is your introduction to the
fundamentals of a resurging trend in woven cloth. Awardwinning weaver and instructor Mary Zicafoose has spent
more than 30 years exploring the possibilities of ikat and
now shares her wealth of knowledge with you. Dig into
the pages of this handbook to discover: • Historical
background on ikat with gorgeous visual refernces. •
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Instruction in warp, weft, and double ikat techniques,
written and illustrated in clear sequential steps. •
Instructions to build ikat wrapping boards. • An
addendum on painted "faux" ikat using dye pastes and
brushes. • Acid and indigo dye system recipes and
procedures. • Compelling projects with detailed
instruction taking you from undyed yarn to woven ikat
cloth. • A gallery of contemporary ikat created by a range
of diversely talented dyers and weavers. All this and more
is waiting for you in Ikat: The Essential Handbook to
Weaving with Resists.
The two volumes of The Archaeology of Medieval
Europe together comprise the first complete account of
Medieval Archaeology across the continent. This groundbreaking set will enable readers to track the development
of different cultures and regions over the 800 years that
formed the Europe we have today. In addition to revealing
the process of Europeanisation, within its shared
intellectual and technical inheritance, the complete work
provides an opportunity for demonstrating the differences
that were inevitably present across the continent - from
Iceland to Sicily and Portugal to Finland.
New and experienced weavers alike are always on the
lookout for new weave-structure patterns. The Weaver's
Idea Book presents a wide variety of patterns for the
simple rigid-heddle loom, accompanied by harness drafts
for multishaft looms. The techniques include leno, Brooks
bouquet, soumak, and embroidery on fabric. Each chapter
contains weaving patterns along with swatches illustrating
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the techniques, accompanied by step-by-step photography.
The book is arranged by structure or type of weave, from
variations on plain weave to doubleweave. With
traditional patterns from around the world, bands, and
fabrics woven on two double heddles, The Weaver's Idea
Book brings together a variety of ways to create exquisite
cloth. Weaving tips and tricks help weavers at all levels
achieve their textile dreams. In addition to pattern drafts,
Jane offers project ideas that guide the reader through
creating functional woven projects, from wearables to
home decor. Weaving, especially on rigid-heddle looms,
is enjoying a resurgence, and contemporary weavers are in
need of a book to bridge the divide between basic books
and complex text designed for advanced weavers with
sophisticated tools. Celebrating the immense potential for
creativity possible with the simplest of tools, The
Weaver's Idea Book eBook opens new avenues for
exploration on both the rigid-heddle and multishaft looms.
This richly illustrated book presents a selection of the rich
and varied iconographic material from the Scandinavian
Late Iron Age (AD 400-1050) depicting clothed human
figures, from an archaeological textile and clothing
perspective. The source material consists of five object
categories: gold foils, gold bracteates, helmet plaques,
jewelry, and textile tapestries and comprises over 1000
different images of male and female costumes which are
then systematically examined in conjunction with our
present knowledge of archaeological textiles. In
particular, the study explores the question of whether the
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selected images complement the archaeological clothing
sources, through a new analytical tool which enables us to
compare and contrast the object categories in regard to
material, function, chronology, context and interpretation.
The tool is used to record and analyze the numerous
details of the iconographic costumes, and to facilitate a
clear and easy description. This deliberate use of explicit
costume shapes enhances our interpretation and
understanding of the Late Iron Age clothing tradition.
Thus, the majority of the costumes depicted are identified
in the Scandinavian archaeological textile record,
demonstrating that the depictions are a reliable source of
research for both iconographical costume and
archaeological clothing. The book contributes with new
information on social, regional and chronological
differences in clothing traditions from ca. AD 400 to the
Viking Age.
Dress Clothing Garment
Refashioning Medieval and Early Modern Dress
Findings
The Far Traveler
Textiles and Clothing, C.1150-c.1450
Water in Textiles and Fashion
On Fashion, Fishermen, and the Sardine Dress
In the Arctic, sea and land animals provide the raw materials for
garments that allow people to hunt and survive in the world's harshest
conditions.
Contents: the Landone Method of Money-Abundance and Freedom
from Debt-Burden; When Will New Wealth Come?; New Discoveries
of Science Which Point to Bodily Transformation and Spiridrena and
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Body Transformation; 31 Questions about Ramie; Improved Healt.
Mary C. Beaudry mines archaeological findings of sewing and
needlework to discover what these small traces of female experience
reveal about the societies and cultures in which they were used.
Beaudry's geographical and chronological scope is broad: she
examines sites in the United States and Great Britain, as well as
Australia and Canada, and she ranges from the Middle Ages through
the Industrial Revolution.The author describes the social and cultural
significance of "findings": pins, needles, thimbles, scissors, and other
sewing accessories and tools. Through the fascinating stories that grow
out of these findings, Beaudry shows the extent to which such "small
things" were deeply entrenched in the construction of gender, personal
identity, and social class.
This volume begins with a short introduction by Else Ostergard to the
amazing finds of garments from the Norse settlement of Herjolfnes in
Greenland. It then features chapters on technique - production of the
thread, dyeing, weaving techniques, cutting and sewing - by Anna
Norgard. Also included are measurements and drawings of garments,
hoods, and stockings, with sewing instructions, by Lilli Fransen. A
practical guide to making your own Norse garment!
A Woven World
Textiles from Norse Greenland
Viking Clothing
The Archaeology of Medieval Europe, Vol. 2
Patterned Textiles of the Aegean Bronze Age
Weaving a World
Kilim

Scraps of clothing and other textiles are
among the most evocative items to be
discovered by archaeologists, signalling as
they do their owner's status and concerns.
Earth reinforcing techniques are increasingly
becoming a useful,Page
powerful
and economical
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solution to various problems encountered in
geotechnical engineering practice. Expansion
of the experiences and knowledge in this area
has succeeded in developing new techniques
and their applications to geotechnical
engineering problems. In order to discuss the
latest experiences and knowledge, and with
the purpose of spreading them all over the
world for further development, the IS Kyushi
conference series on the subject of earth
reinforcement have been held in Fukuoka,
Japan, every four years since 1988. This fourth
symposium, entitled Landmarks in Earth
Reinforcement, is a continuation of the series
IS Kyushu conferences, and also aims at being
one of the landmarks in the progress of
modern earth reinforcement practice. The first
volume contains 137 papers selected for the
symposium covering almost every aspect of
earth reinforcement. The second volume
contains texts of the special and keynote
lectures.
Woven textiles are produced by nearly all
human societies. This volume investigates
evidence for patterned textiles (that is,
textiles woven with elaborate designs) that
were produced by two early Mediterranean
civilizations: the Minoans of Crete and the
Mycenaeans of mainland Greece, that
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prospered during the Aegean Bronze Age, c.
3000–1200 BC, contemporary with Pharaonic
Egypt. Both could boast of specialists in textile
production. Together with their wine, oil, and
art, Minoan and Mycenaean textiles were
much desired as trade goods. Artistic images
of their fabrics preserved both in the Aegean
and in other parts of the Mediterranean show
elaborate patterns woven with rich decorative
detail and color. Only a few small scraps of
textiles survive but evidence for their
production is abundant and frescoes supply
detailed information about a wide variety of
now-lost textile goods from luxurious
costumes and beautifully patterned wall
hangings and carpets, to more utilitarian
decorated fabrics. A review of surviving
artistic and archaeological evidence indicates
that textiles played essential practical and
social roles in both Minoan and Mycenaean
societies.
Weaving as a subject is an integral part of any
textile engineering/technology program, the
others being fibre manufacturing, yarn
manufacturing and textile chemical
processing. This book amalgamates both the
compartments (preparatory processes and the
loom mechanism) of weaving technology and
presents a holistic picture. The machine
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descriptions are presented from the viewpoint
of principles and no attempt has been made
to make them exhaustive by incorporating
various models or variants. The mathematical
relations among various parameters have
been derived starting from the first principles
and each chapter concludes with solved
numerical examples.
Tablet Weaving, Sprang, Lace and Other
Techniques from the Bronze Age to the Early
17th Century
Crafts and Social Networks in Viking Towns
Proceedings of the International Symposium
on Earth Reinforcement : Fukuoka, Kyushu,
Japan, 14-16 November, 2001
Consumption, Footprint, and Life Cycle
Assessment
Principles of Woven Fabric Manufacturing
History and Symbols
Medieval Clothing and Textiles
This survey of textile fundamentals and methods, written by
the foremost textile artist of the 20th century, covers hand
weaving and the loom, fundamental construction and draft
notation, modified and composite weaves, early techniques of
thread interlacing, interrelation of fiber and construction,
tactile sensibility, and design. 9 color illustrations. 112 blackand-white plates.
Water in Textiles and Apparel: Consumption, Footprint, and
Life Cycle Assessment provides a thorough analysis of one of
the most urgent issues facing the textiles industry. As water is
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essential to the textile production system, and as availability
of water is reduced due to natural and anthropogenic factors,
the industry must respond. With a thorough treatment of both
life cycle assessment and water footprint perspectives, this
book provides practical strategies for responsible water use
across the textile supply chain. Readers will learn essential
information from research and industry case studies that will
help them understand the textile industry’s role in this issue.
Combines different perspectives, life cycle assessment,
government policies, businesses strategies, and case studies
to provide a holistic view on the topic Addresses water
consumption in every life cycle phase of textile production
Explores emerging strategies for water conservation in the
textiles sector
Crafting Communities explores the interface between craft,
communication networks, and urbanization in Viking-age
Northern Europe. Viking-period towns were the hubs of crosscultural communication of their age, and innovations in
specialized crafts provide archaeologists with some of the
best evidence for studying this communication. The
integrated results presented in these papers have been made
possible through the sustained collaboration of a group of
experts with complementary insights into individual crafts.
Results emerge from recent scholarly advances in the study
of artifacts and production: first, the application of new
analytical techniques in artifact studies (e.g. metallographic,
isotopic, and biomolecular techniques) and second, the
shifted in interpretative focus of medieval artifact studies from
a concern with object function to considerations of processes
of production, and of the social agency of technology.
Furthermore, the introduction of social network theory and
actor-network theory has redirected attention toward the
process of communication, and highlighted the significance of
material culture in the learning and transmission of cultural
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knowledge, including technology. The volume brings together
leading UK and Scandinavian archaeological specialists to
explore crafted products and workshop-assemblages from
these towns, in order to clarify how such long-range
communication worked in pre-modern Northern Europe.
Contributors assess the implications for our understanding of
early towns and the long-term societal change catalysed by
them, including the initial steps towards commercial
economies. Results are analyzed in relation to social network
theory, social and economic history, and models of
communication, setting an agenda for further research.
Crafting Communities provides a landmark statement on our
knowledge of Viking-Age craft and communication
Textiles, textile production and clothing were essentials of
living in prehistory, locked into the system of society at every
level "social, economic and even religious. Textile crafts not
only produced essential goods for everyday use, most
notably clothing, but also utilitarian objects as well as
representative and luxury items. Prehistoric clothing and their
role in identity creation for the individual and for the group are
also addressed by means of archaeological finds from Stone
the Iron Age in Central Europe.
Textiles and the Medieval Economy
Handbook of Weaving
The Essential Handbook to Weaving Resist-Dyed Cloth
A People's History of Clothing
Textiles from the Andes
Medieval Garments Reconstructed
Woven into the Earth

The best new research on medieval clothing and
textiles, drawing from a range of disciplines.
How Are Textile Fabrics Formed? Principles of
Fabric Formation is a treatise on the modern
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production systems of woven, knitted, braided,
nonwoven, triaxial, multiaxial, and 3D fabrics.
This book offers a basic understanding of the
technicalities involved in the formation of
different types of textile fabrics, and brings out
the relative merits and limitations of each
production process in one single volume. Gain
Insight into the World of Textile Fabrics
Providing readers with an appreciation of the
technicalities involved in the formation of
different types of textile fabrics, the author
describes all major fabric formation methods,
and explains each stage of formation in the text.
He also addresses all major topics related to the
formation of different classes of textile fabrics,
including yarn winding, warping, yarn sizing,
woven fabric construction, weaving, weft
knitting, warp knitting, braiding, nonwovens, and
triaxial, multiaxial and 3D fabrics. Comprised of
16 chapters, this multifaceted work: Provides a
technical description of fabric formation systems
Focuses on the diverse technicalities involved in
each and every stage of formation Contains a
comprehensive compilation of the major
principles involved Principles of Fabric
Formation is an exclusive junior/senior
undergraduate-level textbook with a focus on the
diverse technical principles involved in
production of the entire gamut of textile fabrics.
A mixture of science and art, weaving is nearly
as old as human history. Despite the many
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technological advances in the field, however, it is
still virtually impossible to control each
individual fiber in a woven structure. To help you
meet this and other weaving challenges,
Handbook of Weaving covers every step of the
process clearly and systemati
Looks at thirty textiles from the Andes housed in
the British Museum, describing their historical,
cultural, and environmental significance and
their role in political and religious beliefs of the
ancient civilization.
Production, Trade, and Consumption of Textiles,
8th_16th Centuries
Ikat
Objects and Stories in the Creation of an
American Myth
Voyages of a Viking Woman
Conserving the Textile Traditions of Oaxaca
Crafting Textiles
Landmarks in Earth Reinforcement
If you don't already know Nille Glæsel, you might yet know
her clothes. Through years creating reconstructions for
museums and re-enactment, she has made outfits for many
of today's best-dressed Vikings. Her clothes are always
distinguished by their elegant design and excellent
workmanship.But this book is more than just a wonderful
showcase for Nille's beautiful clothes. Through simple, easyto-follow instructions, Nille shows how you can create these
garments for yourself. In doing so, she puts her experience
as a seamstress at your fingertips. Her careful instructions
show the same attention to detail that makes her own work
look like real clothes rather than mere theatrical mock-ups.
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A sweeping and captivatingly told history of clothing and the
stuff it is made of̶an unparalleled deep-dive into how
everyday garments have transformed our lives, our societies,
and our planet “Thanhauser . . . examines the effect of
clothes on our environment, politics and even our ethics . . .
admirable, meticulously researched . . . [and] makes us pay
attention.” ̶The Wall Street Journal In this panoramic social
history, Sofi Thanhauser brilliantly tells five stories̶Linen,
Cotton, Silk, Synthetics, Wool̶about the clothes we wear
and where they come from, illuminating our world in
unexpected ways. She takes us from the opulent court of
Louis XIV to the labor camps in modern-day Chineseoccupied Xinjiang. We see how textiles were once dyed with
lichen, shells, bark, saffron, and beetles, displaying distinctive
regional weaves and knits, and how the modern Western
garment industry has refashioned our attire into the
homogenous and disposable uniforms popularized by fastfashion brands. Thanhauser makes clear how the clothing
industry has become one of the planetʼs worst polluters and
how it relies on chronically underpaid and exploited laborers.
But she also shows us how micro-communities, textile
companies, and clothing makers in every corner of the world
are rediscovering ancestral and ethical methods for making
what we wear. Drawn from years of intensive research and
reporting from around the world, and brimming with
fascinating stories, Worn reveals to us that our clothing
comes not just from the countries listed on the tags or readymade from our factories. It comes, as well, from deep in our
histories.
One of the century's most spectacular archaeological finds
occurred in 1921, a year before Howard Carter stumbled
upon Tutankhamun's tomb, when Poul Norlund recovered
dozens of garments from a graveyard in the Norse settlement
of Herjolfsnaes, Greenland.
Preserved intact for centuries by
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the permafrost, these mediaeval garments display remarkable
similarities to western European costumes of the time.
Previously, such costumes were known only from
contemporary illustrations, and the Greenland finds provided
the world with a close look at how ordinary Europeans
dressed in the Middle Ages. Fortunately for Norlund's team,
wood has always been extremely scarce in Greenland, and
instead of caskets, many of the bodies were found swaddled
in multiple layers of cast off clothing. When he wrote about
the excavation later, Norlund also described how occasional
thaws had permitted crowberry and dwarf willow to establish
themselves in the top layers of soil. Their roots grew through
coffins, clothing and corpses alike, binding them together in a
vast network of thin fibers - as if, he wrote, the finds had been
literally sewn in the earth. Eighty years of technical advances
and subsequent excavations have greatly added to our
understanding of the Herjolfsnaes discoveries. Woven into
the Earth recounts the dramatic story of Norlund's excavation
in the context of other Norse textile finds in Greenland. It then
describes what the finds tell us about the materials and
methods used in making the clothes. The weaving and
sewing techniques detailed here are surprisingly
sophisticated, and one can only admire the talent of the
women who employed them, especially considering the harsh
conditions they worked under. While Woven into the Earth will
be invaluable to students of medieval archaeology, Norse
society and textile history, both lay readers and scholars are
sure to find the book's dig narratives and glimpses of life
among the last Vikings fascinating.
This volume illustrates 160 rare kilims, explains in detail their
history and craftmanship and discusses the symbolic
meaning of their decorative motifs. The book is also illustrated
with original drawings that should enable the reader to
recognize and interpret the
various kilim typologies.
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The Development of Craft Traditions and Clothing in Central
Europe
Medieval Tailor's Assistant
Things, Spaces and Movement
Norse Clothing Patterns
Textiles and the Navajo Way of Seeing
The Oxford Handbook of the Prehistoric Arctic
The Age of Homespun
Archaeologists and textile historians bring together 16
papers to investigate the production, trade and consumption
of textiles in Scandinavia and across parts of northern and
Mediterranean Europe throughout the medieval period.
Archaeological evidence is used to demonstrate the existence
or otherwise of international trade and to examine the
physical characteristics of textiles and their distribution in
order to understand who was producing, using and trading
them and what they were being used for. Historical evidence,
mainly textual, is employed to link textile names to places,
numbers and prices and thus provide an appreciation of
changing economics, patterns of distribution and the
organisation of trade. Different types and qualities of cloths
are discussed and the social implications of their production
and import/export considered against a developing
background of urbanism and increasing commercial wealth.
Housed in the former 16th-century convent of Santo
Domingo church, now the Regional Museum of Oaxaca,
Mexico, is an important collection of textiles representing the
area s indigenous cultures. The collection includes a wealth
of exquisitely made traditional weavings, many that are now
considered rare. The Unbroken Thread: Conserving the
Textile Traditions of Oaxaca details a joint project of the
Getty Conservation Institute and the National Institute of
Anthropology and History (INAH) of Mexico to conserve the
collection and to document current use of textile traditions in
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daily life and ceremony. The book contains 145 color
photographs of the valuable textiles in the collection, as well
as images of local weavers and project participants at work.
Subjects include anthropological research, ancient and
present-day weaving techniques, analyses of natural
dyestuffs, and discussions of the ethical and practical
considerations involved in working in Latin America to
conserve the materials and practices of living cultures.
Contrary to popular myth the Vikings had a reputation for
neatness and their fashions were copied far beyond the
realms of Scandinavia. Those who could afford to displayed a
love of fine clothes made from silks, from lightweight
worsteds in subtly woven twills, and from the finest of linens.
They wore short hair and their beards were carefully
trimmed. This accessible new book is the first to tackle the
question of what the Vikings wore, drawing on evidence
from art and archaeology, literature and linguistics to arrive
at a fresh understanding of the nature of Viking clothing,
covering rich and poor, men and women across Scandinavia.
It includes an overview of Viking textiles and dyeing, and an
exploration of cloth production and clothing in the context of
Viking society as a whole, as well as a detailed consideration
of both male and female outfits and a new interpretation of
the suspended dress. There is also a discussion of recent
evidence suggesting that the Germanic and Viking pit house
was primarily designed for textile production.
Fourteen papers explore a variety of inter-disciplinary
approaches to understanding the Viking past, both in
Scandinavia and in the Viking diaspora. Contributions
employ both traditional inter- or multi-disciplinarian
perspectives such as using historical sources, Icelandic sagas
and Eddic poetry and also specialised methodologies and/or
empirical studies, place-name research, the history of
religion and technological advancements, such as isotope
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analysis. Together these generate new insights into the
technology, social organisation and mentality of the worlds
of the Vikings. Geographically, contributions range from
Iceland through Scandinavia to the Continent. Scandinavian,
British and Continental Viking scholars come together to
challenge established truths, present new definitions and
discuss old themes from new angles. Topics discussed
include personal and communal identity; gender relations
between people, artefacts, and places/spaces; rules and
regulations within different social arenas; processes of
production, trade and exchange, and transmission of
knowledge within both past Viking-age societies and presentday research. Displaying thematic breadth as well as
geographic and academic diversity, the articles may
foreshadow up-and-coming themes for Viking Age research.
Rooted in different traditions, using diverse methods and
exploring eclectic material ̲ Viking Worlds will provide the
reader with a sense of current and forthcoming issues,
debates and topics in Viking studies, and give insight into a
new generation of ideas and approaches which will mark the
years to come.
Viking Worlds
Common Garments 1100-1480
Creative Cloth on a Rigid Heddle Loom
Principles of Fabric Formation
Landone Assorted Titles
Arctic Clothing of North America-Alaska, Canada, Greenland
The Unbroken Thread

Explores weaving as conceptual art
The Medieval Tailor's Assistant is the standard work
for both amateurs and professionals wishing to recreate the clothing of the Medieval era for historical
interpretation or drama. This new edition extends its
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Read Book Woven Into The Earth Textile Finds In
Norse
range with details of fitting different figures and
many more patterns for main garments and
accessories from 1100 to 1480. It includes simple
instructions for plain garments, as well as more
complex patterns and adaptations for experienced
sewers. Advice on planning outfits and materials to
use is given along with a range of projects and
alternative designs, from undergarments to outer
wear. Early and later tailoring methods are also
covered within the period. There are clear line
drawings, pattern diagrams and layouts and over
eighty full-colour photographs that show the
garments as working outfits. The garments are
presented with brief notes on their historical
background in three mainlayers, underwear, main
garments and outer garments for men, women and
children. There is a section on 'How to use the book'
with detailed instructions on techniques, planning,
materials and, in particular, cutting methods from
1100. In this new edition there are over 400 line
illustrations and a further 80 colour photographs as
well as patterns for 151 garments and accessories.
Viking
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